
 

JOB DESCRIPTION 
 

Position title:  Beliefs & Values Advisor, WWF-Myanmar 

Department:  Beliefs & Values Programme 

 Reports to:  Chantal Elkin 

 Flexibility: Flexible: needs to interact with communities and with office but 
can also be home based   

Location: Yangon, Myanmar 

 

CONTEXT OF ROLE 

The Beliefs & Values Programme (BVP) aims to help the network’s global offices integrate 
religious, spiritual and values-based approaches into their work. The BVP is housed by WWF 
UK but is part of the Inclusive Conservation ACAI in the global Governance Practice. This role 
fits in to the BVP strategy of developing regional hubs of expertise and to assist country offices 
to integrate beliefs and values with additional staff support. 
 

MAIN PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THE JOB 

Hire a representative living in Southeast Asia to advise WWF Myanmar and Mekong 
programmes on engagement with religious and spiritual groups and communities, as part of 
WWF’s Inclusive Conservation ACAI/ Beliefs & Values Programme.  
Expected Outcomes: 
Beliefs and values approaches are integrated into the Myanmar country strategy and 
workplans and strong relationships are developed with local religious and spiritual leaders 
and communities in support of conservation strategies;  
 
All work is aligned with ESSF principles and demonstrate the value of an inclusive, people-
centred approach that values culturally specific contexts and narratives around conservation; 
 
Best practices are identified and documented in the Mekong region related to beliefs and 
values and shared with other WWF offices and partners. 
 
KEY RESPONSIBILITIES AND ACCOUNTABILITIES 

Support the WWF Myanmar office to identify where relationships with religious and spiritual 
communities can be strengthened to support conservation outcomes and help in-country 
managers to organically integrate beliefs and values approaches into country workplans and 
strategies.  
 
Liaise with BVP projects in Cambodia and keep track of TRAFFIC’s work with religious groups 
in Vietnam. 
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Help identify researchers who can document the impact of the beliefs and values initiatives in 
order to develop case studies, document impact and share best practices; 
 
Share these best practices, case studies, tools and resources with relevant WWF offices and 
external organisations, and on the global conservation and religion web portal soon to be 
launched by our partner organisation, INCR; 
 
Help WWF Myanmar and the BVP fundraise for identified projects; 
 
Work with the BVP to develop tools and resources to assist WWF on engaging with faith 
partners more broadly while incorporating social safeguards and human rights approaches. 
 
 

REQUIRED EXPERIENCE, QUALIFICATIONS & KNOWLEDGE 

 

 At least 5 years experience in Myanmar 

 Advanced university degree reflecting knowledge and research into religious and spiritual 

community approaches in conservation  

 At least 5 years in project management with proven track record of success 

 Proven experience in building new initiatives and partnerships 

 Perfect command of English and good command of Burmese 

 

SKILLS AND COMPETENCIES 

 High degree of cultural sensitivity and ability to navigate complexity 

 Ability to proactively and independently work and support different teams within the WWF 

network and with other organizations 

 Ability to engage dynamically and sensitively with a diversity of religious and spiritual leaders 

and communities 

 Clear understanding of risk based approaches to managing projects and programmes 

 Strong organizational skills, results-driven 

 Sound judgement and decision-making skills  

 Excellent communication skills, both written and verbal. Local language is strong asset 

 Work to the highest level of integrity, impartiality and confidentiality 

 
WWF's MISSION AND VALUES 

1. It is part of every staff member's terms of reference to contribute to WWF's mission:  

WWF’s Mission is to stop the degradation of the planet's natural environment and to build a 
future in which humans live in harmony with nature, by: 

-  conserving the world's biological diversity 

-  ensuring that the use of renewable natural resources is sustainable 

-  reducing pollution and wasteful consumption.   

2. It is also part of every staff member's terms of reference to embody WWF's values, 
which are: Engaging, Optimistic, Determined and Knowledgeable. 
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